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Abstract: This work proposes MARA, a joint method for automatic rate selection and route quality evaluation 

in Wireless Mesh Networks. This method targets at avoiding the problem of inaccurate link quality estimates, 

common to main existing proposals of multi-hop wireless routing metrics. In this proposal, the statistics 

collected by the routing protocol are used by the rate adaptation algorithm to compute the best rate for each 

wireless link. This coordinated decision aims at providing better routing and rate choices. Simulation results 

indicate that MARA leads to an overall improvement in network performance. 
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I.       Introduction 

  For the past few years, Wireless Mesh Networks (WMN) have experienced a huge increase in 

popularity. Current mesh solutions typically employ devices based on the IEEE 802.11standard. These devices 

are capable of operating at multiple transmission rates, varying from 1 Mbps to 54 Mbps. However ,selecting 

the most suitable rate is not trivial, since there is a trade-off between link capacity and transmission range. 

    Furthermore, WMN nodes must implement a dynamic route discovery mechanism. One of the core 

elements of this mechanism is the routing metric. Even though there are a number of metrics with very coherent 

formulations, they all face the obstacle of obtaining consistent and reliable information about the quality of 

wireless links [1]. 

This work proposes a new approach for solving these two important problems in Wireless Mesh Networks: 

automatic rate adaptation (ARA) and routing metric assignment (RMA). 
The idea is to use a cooperative cross-layer method, called Metric Aware Rate Adaptation (MARA). 

With this method ,the rate adaptation algorithm (RAA) is able to use statistics provided by the routing metric in 

order to compute the most suitable data rate. Conversely, aware of the chosen rate, the metric may provide better 

estimates for link costs. 

 

II.       Related Work 

MARA is a proposal for both RMA and ARA, and therefore there are two lines of related works. To 

the best of our knowledge, MARA is the first proposal of a joint solution for these two problems. 

In terms of routing metrics, the very first proposal is the Hop Count, which considers the best path to 
be the one with the lowest number of hops. Other metrics, known as quality aware metrics, improve 

performance by dynamically evaluating Characteristics of the links. One of the most success full proposals is the 

Expected Transmission Count metric (ETX), which tries to estimate the number of layer-2 transmissions 

necessary to successfully send a packet between two nodes. The ETX metric works by periodically broadcasting 

control packets to infer a packet loss probability (PLP). The expected number of link-layer retransmissions is 

then the reciprocal of the PLP. Other variations of routing metrics were proposed based on ETX, such as the 

Expected Transmission Time metric(ETT), which tries to minimize the end-to-end delay, and the Minimum Loss 

metric (ML), which minimizes the end-to-end loss probability. For a more detailed explanation on these and 

other metrics, please refer to [1]. 

  Although these three metrics try to model different network aspects, they are all based on the same PLP 

inference process. 
This process is based on statistical data from periodical broadcast packets, which, according to the 

802.11 standard, are always sent at a robust basic rate. However, since nodes usually use an RAA, data packets 

are typically sent at higher rates, in which packet loss rates are possibly higher. In other words, all these three 

metrics apply their models to potentially wrong statistics, leading to sub-optimal performance. 

    Some works based on the ETT metric suggest that link statistics should be based on uni cast probing 

packets for each neighbour. Despite generating more accurate statistics, this approach has serious scalability 

implications, especially on dense mesh networks. 
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    One of the simplest proposals of RAA is the Auto Rate Fallback algorithm (ARF). This algorithm 

maintains counters for sequences of success and failures of frame transmissions. If the failure counter passes a 

given threshold, the rate is decreased. There is also a threshold for the success counter, for which the rate is 

increased. The Sample Rate algorithm (SR) maintains a statistic about the mean frame transmission time (FTT) 

considering the rate, the mean number of retransmissions, and the 802.11 protocols overhead. When the 

algorithm detects that the mean FTT for the current rate is not the best, it changes the selection for the best one. 
The SNR algorithm, often considered to be optimal, chooses the highest rate possible such that the SNR on the 

receiver is sufficient to decode the frame. 

 

III.      The Mara Proposal 
MARA defines the cost of a link a → b as the minimum of: MARAab=(ETX

i
ab·ps)/λi+Backoff(ETX

i
ab)+Timeout 

(ETX
i
ab) 

where λi is the i-th available rate, ETXi
abis the ETX oflink a → b at rate λi, ps is the size of the probe 

packet, Backoff( ETXi
ab) is an estimate of the total back off time during the ETXi

ab transmissions and 

TimeOut(ETXi
ab) is the total time spent by the sender waiting for the ack of lost frames. The cost of a path is the 

sum of costs of each link. 

Clearly, MARA needs to calculate ETX at every possible rate. In order to do it, MARA estimates the 

mean SNR based on the broadcast rate, the estimated packet error rate, and probe packet size. Once the mean 

SNR is computed, this value can be used to estimate the packet error rate at other data rates. The computing of 

both SNR and packet error rate estimates is done using a pre-computed table that associates data rates ,packet 

sizes, SNR, and packet error rate. Given three of these values, the algorithm can compute an estimate for the 

fourth.    function compute ETXAtRate(Pab, Pba, Rate)  

{ 

SNRab=findSNRInTable(Pab,basicRate,probeSize); 

SNRba= findSNRInTable(Pba,basicRate,probeSize); 

NewPab=1-findPERInTable(SNRab,RateprobeSize); 

NewPba=1-findPERInTable(SNRba,Rate,probeSize); 
NewETX = 1/(NewPab* NewPab); 

return(NewETX); 

} 

Although it is difficult to analytically build such table, previous works have already empirically done it 

[3]. Since SNR and packet error rate are not discrete greatnesses, it is impossible to build a table with all 

possible values. However, since the table resolution is high, it is possible to very accurately interpolate the two 

closest values. 

Therefore, MARA is able to calculate good estimates for ETT at every available data rate, which 

makes routing decisions more precise. It is important to notice that this is achieved in a scalable manner using 

the same amount of overhead as the ETX metric. Moreover, since MARA does both metric and rate adaptation 

computing, the decisions are coordinated, avoiding mismatched choices. 

 

IV.      Simulation Results 

As a preliminary evaluation, MARA has been compared against 12 combinations of metrics (Hop 

Count, ETX, ETT, and ML) and RAAs (SR, SNR, and ARF). This comparison has been performed using the ns-

2 simulator. Since the standard 802.11 module of ns-2 does not implement multi-rate support, the 802.11 

implementation found on [4] has been used. For this experiments, the implementation of MARA used tables 

available with the used 802.11 module [4]. For all metrics, the routing protocol was the Optimized Link State 

Routing protocol       (OLSR) [1].  

     The topology used in the simulations is modeled after the real indoor wireless mesh network evaluated 
at [1]. Table I shows results based on a 300 seconds TCP flow between the two most distant nodes of the 

topology. The first column is the average throughput considering six executions with different seeds. The 

average and the 95% confidence interval clearly show  that  MARA outperformed  all  other combinations. On  

average, MARA  was  about 33% better than the second best combination (ETX with SR). It is worth pointing 

out that MARA was able to outperform combinations using the SNR algorithm, which is nearly optimal. This 

result shows the importance of a synchronized decision between RMA and ARA. 
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TABLE I 

Throughput Results (In Kbps) For All The    

13  EVALUATED COMBINATIONS. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

V.      Conclusion 

This work proposes MARA, a cross-layer method for rateadaptation and route evaluation. Since 

MARA coordinatesboth rate selection and routing metric decisions, it guaranteesthat the selected data rate is 

always the optimal choice,considering the metric point of view. MARA also presentsa solution for the problem 
of inaccurate PLP estimates, byinferring the value of probabilities for every rate available.Another advantage of 

this proposal is its low overhead. MARA generates the same amount of control traffic, as the original ETX 

formulation. 

Future work includes evaluating the possibility of making rate selection decisions for each packet, so 

that MARA could choose the best rate considering also the packet size. Since packet size directly influences the 

PLP, MARA could choose lower rates for bigger packets in un congested networks, for example. This idea be 

extended for routing decisions, so that different routes could be found for different sizes of packets. 
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